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I. Introduction

This study will evaluate the supposition that certain offender rehabilitation programs reduce recidivistic crime. The relevant programs are those that enhance an offender's economic status. Programs of this nature are highly diverse. Some are designed to effect an immediate improvement in economic status; job placement and short-term income supplements are examples. Others, such as those involving general education or job training, are designed with longer range effects in mind. Although these programs are highly diverse and have been applied to offenders at all stages within the criminal justice process from pretrial to post-release, they possess one common characteristic: they attempt to enhance an offender's economic well-being. While these programs may be justified for a variety of reasons, a major argument advanced by their proponents has always been that such programs reduce the level of future criminal activity.

Our objective is to examine the theoretical and empirical foundations for the hypothesis that a relationship exists between economic status and recidivism. This article's thesis is that while conventional rehabilitation programs aimed at enhancing an offender’s economic status have not often been successful, such programs have considerable
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promise when they are carefully designed and targeted at a group of offenders who choose crime as a rational alternative to work.

II. THE FORMAL THEORY RELATING ECONOMIC STATUS TO REHABILITATION

The existence of a relation between economic status and rehabilitation can be deduced from neoclassical principles and assumptions. An individual is presumed free to choose among many options, including legal and illegal activities. The particular combination of legal and illegal activities chosen also presumably maximizes the individual's well-being. To use the classic phrase from Sutherland and Cressey, the theory is "individualistic, intellectualistic, and voluntaristic."

The neoclassical theory is, of course, quite old. Becarria\(^2\) is usually credited with providing its first formal development. In the last decade, the theory has been restated in a logically rigorous, mathematical format. Becker initiated the new development.\(^3\) Ehrlich\(^4\) and Sjoquist\(^5\) provided significant refinements. The model which emerges from these three (the BES model) provides a formal connection between economic status and the crime rate.

In the BES model, well-being is functionally related to wealth. Wealth is a composite index of one's assets, present income, and the discounted value of future income, including in income both pecuniary and non-pecuniary returns. The model assumes that individual well-being is maximized by maximizing wealth. Wealth is maximized by an appropriate allocation of one's time and other resources to legitimate and illegitimate activities. Included in the model (theory) are several additional assumptions, the more important of which are: (1) the total amount of work time devoted to legitimate and illegitimate income producing activities is a constant; that is, an hour devoted to one activity must be at the expense of the other; (2) the two activities are perfect substitutes in that no explicit account is taken of possible differences in the irksomeness, ethical value, etc. of legitimate and illegitimate work; (3) wealth increases with an increase in either activity; (4) wealth obtained through legitimate activity occurs with certainty, whereas wealth obtained from illegal activity is conditioned on the offender's success or
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failure in avoiding detection and apprehension; (5) wealth obtained through one activity is not affected by one’s success or failure in the other; (6) the negative return (sanction) associated with failure in criminal activity can be reduced to a monetary equivalent; and (7) the objective values relating to sanctions and to returns are monotonically related to the potential offender’s subjective assessment of these values.6

Given these assumptions, and the traditional assumption that individuals try to avoid uncertainty, and seek to avoid it most when they are poor, it follows that an increase in the return to legitimate activity will reduce the amount of time devoted to criminal activity. Hence, rehabilitative programs, such as job training and income or wage subsidies, that increase legitimate income should reduce recidivistic crime. The model also establishes two corollary results: (1) an increase in the rate of return to criminal activity will induce an increase in crime; and (2) an increase in the probability or severity of legal sanctions will reduce crime rates.

The BES formulation of the theory has been widely applied, most often to the property crime component of the Index offenses, but also to income tax evasion,7 to female crime rates,8 and even to homicide.9 The growing interest in the BES model is easily explained. Its esoteric language and its uncommonly rigorous logic are seductive. The statements relating to economic status and to sanctions which are deduced from the theory are intuitively plausible, conform to popular opinion, and are, therefore, powerfully persuasive. Moreover, the theory has the added attraction of focusing on variables which are, or at least appear to be, capable of manipulation through deliberate public policy.

Despite its charm and the plausibility of its results, the BES model has recently been subjected to critical reexamination. Analysis indicates that the conclusions to be derived from the BES model change substantially when some of the underlying assumptions of the BES model are altered. Block and Heineke10 rejected the assumption that the “work” involved in legitimate and criminal activity is devoid of moral/ethical content. They adopted the more realistic assumption that legitimate and illegitimate work may have different values, and indeed, that there may be no monetary equivalent for some kinds of work. Block and
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Lind\textsuperscript{11} replaced the assumption that one's wealth can be reduced to zero through the imposition of legal sanctions with the more realistic assumption that sanctions have a strict upper limit. On constitutional grounds, the state may not reduce one's income below the subsistence level.\textsuperscript{12} Heineke\textsuperscript{13} rejected the assumption that total work time is a constant. In his model, leisure becomes an option; and, accordingly, one chooses an optimum combination of legitimate and criminal activity and leisure. Heineke also rejected the assumption that all sanctions can be expressed in monetary equivalents.

The more general theory emerging from the work of Heineke, Block, and Lind (the HBL model) carries with it an extremely important result. Adopting the more plausible axiomatic base of the HBL model precludes the categorical statement that an increase in legitimate income, through welfare, job training, work release, etc., reduces the likelihood that an individual will commit an offense. Moreover, the effect of changes in the rate of return to illegitimate activity, and of changes in the probability and severity of punishment, becomes ambiguous. Thus, the HBL model offers no clear-cut policy prescription: "... in the area of law enforcement ... policy recommendations do not follow from theory but rather require empirical determination of relative magnitudes."\textsuperscript{14} Theory becomes essentially agnostic.

III. THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE RELATING ECONOMIC STATUS TO REHABILITATION

Since deductive proof for the existence of a relationship between crime and economic status is not possible, its existence depends upon a particular configuration of the model's parametric values and is, therefore, environment-specific. Thus, an evaluation of the efficacy of economic status instruments must be based upon empirical analysis. If direct measures of the model's parameters existed, the task would be quite simple. Because such measures do not exist, this evaluation shall take the form of an empirical test for the existence of a relation between economic status and crime. Accordingly, we propose to analyze four distinct groups of empirical studies for evidence showing the existence of the relationship: (1) studies using aggregate data examining the relationship
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between unemployment and crime, (2) studies using aggregate data examining the relationship between income and crime, (3) studies using individual data exploring the relationship between economic viability and crime, and (4) studies evaluating the effectiveness of programs designed to improve economic viability.

A. INDIRECT EVIDENCE BASED ON AGGREGATIVE DATA

If economic status affects the decision to engage in criminal activity, crime rates should logically be higher among persons who are unemployed and among persons with lower incomes. Both hypotheses have been subjected to detailed examination.15 The results below derive from those studies that have used a more sophisticated statistical apparatus for testing the validity of these hypotheses.

I. The Relationship Between Unemployment and Crime

In the last two decades, an extensive literature bearing upon the relationship between unemployment and crime has developed. Gillespie16 has examined the pre-1975 literature. He reports three studies which assert the existence of a statistically significant relationship between the unemployment rate and crime, but seven studies in which no significant relation could be found.17 Indeed, almost all of the latter studies show that, for some model specification, the coefficient of the unemployment variable is negative, though never statistically significant.

Evidence since Gillespie's survey provides no stronger support for the proposition that "unemployment causes crime." The longitudinal study by Land and Felson18 shows that the unemployment rate has no appreciable effect on the crime rate, while Brenner19 argues that it does.

16 R. GILLESPIE, supra note 15.
17 Id. at 55.
However, the Center for Econometric Studies\textsuperscript{20} has shown that Brenner's results are extremely sensitive to changes in model specification. Hence, Brenner's results, too, should be viewed as inconclusive. Using a simultaneous equations model and data for 1950-1974, Fox also finds no relationship.\textsuperscript{21} Orsagh, using a quite different model and the same time frame, finds a positive, non-significant relationship and observes that, at best, the magnitude of unemployment's impact on crime is quite small.\textsuperscript{22} Finally, Leveson's data for approximately the same time period shows a statistically significant relation between crime rates and youth unemployment, but no relation to adult unemployment.\textsuperscript{23}

The post-1975 cross-sectional evidence is equally ambiguous. Bartel reports positive coefficients for the female unemployment rate for most, but not all, specifications of her model.\textsuperscript{24} However, none of the coefficients are statistically significant. The Center for Econometric Studies finds a relation between crime rates and long-term unemployment, but no relation to short-term unemployment.\textsuperscript{25} Forst\textsuperscript{26} and Wadycki and Balkin\textsuperscript{27} find no relation for Index offenses; Vandaele reports no relation for automobile theft.\textsuperscript{28}

2. The Relationship Between Income and Crime

According to the BES model, the propensity for crime should vary inversely with legitimate income prospects and directly with illegitimate income opportunities. Because direct empirical measures of these income variables do not exist, an acceptable test of these two hypotheses is not possible. Although a large number of studies purport to test these hypotheses, their evidence defies definitive interpretation because of the uncertain correspondence between the empirical measure actually used and the measure that theory requires. Consider, for example, the am-
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biguous treatment accorded to one common measure, per capita income. Grieson,29 Beasley and Antunes,30 and Swimmer31 use per capita income as an index of legitimate income. Fleisher,32 Weicher,33 and Sjoquist,34 using measures analogous to per capita income, assign the same interpretation. Vandaele interprets per capita income as an index of the demand for illegal goods.35 But other, equally respectable authors—Reynolds, Ehrlich, McPheters and Stronge, Forst, and Bartel—use the same measure as an index of illegitimate income.36 Of course, control variables are used in the above studies in an effort to force the measure to reflect either legitimate or illegitimate income, as the particular study requires; but, unfortunately, the success of this endeavor cannot be scientifically demonstrated. One’s interpretation of the measure becomes largely a matter of faith.

Interpreting the empirical research relating to legitimate income is further complicated, and comparative analysis is rendered virtually meaningless, because of the many statistical proxies employed in the literature for this variable. Beasley and Antunes, Swimmer, and Vandaele use per capita income;37 Fleisher and Weicher, the mean family income of the second lowest quartile;38 Sjoquist, the wages of manufacturing employees;39 Morris and Tweeten and Greenwood and Wadycki the percentage of families living in poverty;40 Reynolds, the annual income of laborers;41 Ehrlich and Bartel, the percentage of families earning less than one-half of median income;42 and Forst, the percentage of income recipients having an income between the median and

34 Sjoquist, supra note 5.
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38 Fleisher, supra note 32 at 123; Weicher, supra note 33 at 250, 251.
39 Sjoquist, supra note 5 at 439.
41 M.O. Reynolds, supra note 36.
42 Ehrlich, supra note 4, at 539; Bartel, supra note 8.
poverty income levels.\textsuperscript{43}

Given conceptual and interpretive problems such as these, and other difficulties enumerated below, it is not surprising that the surveys of this literature\textsuperscript{44} provide exceedingly thin support for an income-crime relation. The subsequent work of Bartel, Forst, Vandaele, and others provides no stronger support.\textsuperscript{45}

The inescapable conclusion to be reached from this survey is that the BES model's hypothesis about the relationship between unemployment and income is not confirmed by tests performed on aggregative data sets. One must conclude either that the theory is incorrect, or that the empirical tests are invalid.\textsuperscript{46} There are substantial grounds for asserting the inadequacy of the empirical tests, some of which have been indicated above. Expansion of the litany of deficiencies is relatively easy.\textsuperscript{47} For example, the theory has a micro-foundation, whereas the evidence is based on aggregative data. The theory applies to a population of individual potential offenders, whereas the data often relate to a much more general population. The theory assumes subjective estimates of income and of sanctions, while the data adopt objective values. The need to introduce control variables into the empirical analysis raises particularly knotty problems. In regression analysis, the common methodology of the selection of variables to include and to exclude, is often arbitrary, yet the decision often affects statistical outcome materially. Transforming a theoretical model into a correctly specified, correctly estimated empirical model raises additional problems which often find an \textit{ad hoc}, essentially arbitrary resolution. The important fact is that the results of empirical research on aggregative data are to a very considerable extent the artifacts of discretionary research effort.\textsuperscript{48} Hence, it is not surprising that empiricists have neither discovered a consistent, reasonably precise relationship between economic status and crime, nor reached a consensus that such a relation does not exist.

B. EVIDENCE BASED ON INDIVIDUAL DATA

Although the crime causation theory which suggests a relationship
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\textsuperscript{46} A third logical possibility exists: both the theory and the tests may be valid, but the tests may not have been powerful enough, given the inherent variation in the data, to cause the consistent rejection of a false null hypothesis. Even if the alternative hypothesis were true, the fact that the null hypothesis is so infrequently rejected implies that the magnitude of the effect must be quite small, not differing appreciably from zero.
\textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.} at 294.
between economic viability and crime is a model of individual behavior, few studies have used individual data to directly explore the nature of this relationship. Although early studies of the relationship between unemployment and crime used very simple analytic techniques, these tests indicate that better labor market performance was associated with parole success and lower levels of criminal activity. More recently, empiricists used multivariate (often simultaneous equations) statistical techniques. The work of Cook provides an early example. Cook examines the relationship between parole success and job satisfaction as measured by job stability. Using profit analysis, Cook controls for a number of other factors believed to affect parole success such as prior record, type of offense, marital status. Cook found parole success and arrests significantly related to job stability. By using both single equation and simultaneous equation Tobit techniques, Witte, Sickles, and Schmidt explored the effect of wages and unemployment on length of sentence and conviction rates. This work provides consistent but weak support for the expected inverse relationship between higher wages and crime, but weak, if any, support for the relationship between unemployment and crime.

Taken together, the work using individual data surveyed above and the work exploring the nature of labor markets for ex-offenders indicate that although offenders have little trouble finding jobs, those jobs they find are rather unattractive. The unpleasant nature of these jobs leads to high turnover rates. Offenders typically remain voluntarily unemployed for varying periods between jobs. Cook suggests that offenders will only "drop out" of crime if they are able to find relatively pleasant jobs with relatively good wages and advancement opportunities. Unfortunately our knowledge of the labor market for these individuals indicates that ex-offenders are unlikely to find such jobs.

49 See, e.g., G. POWNALL, EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS OF RELEASED OFFENDERS (report to the Manpower Administration, U.S. Dep't of Labor 1969); D. GLASER, THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A PRISON AND PAROLE SYSTEM (1964); Evans, The Labor Market and Parole Success, 3 J. HUMAN RESOURCES 201 (1968).

50 See, e.g., the articles cited in note 49 supra.
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55 Cook, supra note 51, at 45-47.
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without aid and even with aid often prove to be quite unstable employees.

Recently the Vera Institute\textsuperscript{57} and the Rand Corporation\textsuperscript{58} interviewed extensively prison inmates to explore the relationship between economic viability and crime. The findings indicate that the relationship between economic viability and crime is far more complex than suggested by our models.\textsuperscript{59} Specifically, this research suggests that the nature of the relationship between unemployment and crime depends on the type of crime and individual involved.

Sviridoff and Thompson identify four distinct types of relationships between unemployment and crime.\textsuperscript{60} First, the commission of some types of crime (white collar crime, employee theft) requires employment. For these types of crime, one would expect a decrease rather than an increase as unemployment rises. Second, some offenders mix employment and crime. These individuals either moonlight in criminal activities or use their legitimate jobs as a front (e.g., fences, drug dealers). For this group, like the first, employment and crime go hand in hand. For individuals moonlighting in crime, unemployment may increase criminal activity as predicted by our simple models; however, for those using legitimate employment as a front, unemployment may make criminal activity more difficult and may lead to decreased rather than increased illegal activity. Third, some offenders, particularly younger offenders, appear to alternate between employment and crime. For these individuals unemployment or dropping out of the labor force generally indicates a switch from legal to illegal income generating employment rather than unemployment as we normally perceive it. For individuals in this group, we would expect either a rise in unemployment or a drop in labor force participation to be associated with increased criminal activity. Apparently our simple model, "unemployment causes crime," is most relevant for this group. Finally, a small group (5 to 10 percent of property offenders) is firmly committed to crime for a primary means of support. For this group unemployment or non-participation in the labor market is a way of life and no relationship between unemployment and crime is expected.

Decreased employment is associated with decreased criminal activity only for individuals in group three, discussed above, and some individuals in group two. However, one might well expect a direct


\textsuperscript{59} Id. See also Sviridoff \& Thompson, supra note 57.

\textsuperscript{60} Id.
relationship between the quality of job and decreased criminal activity for some members of group one, two, and three. This expectation may provide at least a partial explanation for the stronger relationship found between job quality and crime than between unemployment and crime at the individual level.

C. PROGRAM-SPECIFIC EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Gauging the effect of improved economic viability on recidivistic crime provides another method to evaluate the relationship between economic status and crime. A review of rehabilitation programs that employ economic status instruments as a means of reducing recidivism yields mixed results. Wright and Dixon’s examination of 96 juvenile delinquency programs shows that, at best, vocational training and education programs produce results that are promising. For example, work/study programs had no impact on recidivism or employment rates; job training and placement services had some impact on older juveniles, but not younger ones; and one work program showed positive results for black females, but no effect for white females or for males of either race. Robin’s analysis of one juvenile employment program showed that juveniles who accepted employment were just as likely to recidivate during and after the project as those who did not.

Rovner-Pieczenik reviewed fifteen pretrial intervention programs designed to improve the economic status of younger offenders. While recidivism rates based on arrests appear to have declined during the program period, the longer term employment and recidivism effects could not be evaluated. Taggart examined two programs, Project Crossroads and the Manhattan Court Employment project, and concluded that the programs were effective for adults but not for teenagers.

In-prison projects produce similarly diverse results. Taggart examined 55 projects based on the Riker’s Island model for in-prison vocational training and found no effect on post-prison employment experience. He also reports no relation between prison-industry work experience and post-release employment rates. Twenty-five vocational training programs examined by Abt Associates showed no impact on
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post-release employment, but a slight impact on recidivism rates.\textsuperscript{67}

Analysis of post-release services is equally inconclusive. Taggart concludes that manpower programs for ex-offenders have been ineffective.\textsuperscript{68} Although the lack of a uniform measure of recidivism hampered comparability across programs, Toborg and others believe that employment services reduce recidivism rates in the short run, but that the recidivistic experience of the control and experimental populations becomes similar within three years of release.\textsuperscript{69} The one Manpower Development and Training program for ex-offenders which permits scientific evaluation showed a favorable employment effect, but no recidivism effect.\textsuperscript{70} A sample of Job Corps programs operating in 1977 showed that six months after program completion male offenders were less likely to be arrested than non-program participants.\textsuperscript{71} The facts that females did not do better than their comparison group and that the control groups were not randomly selected vitiate the significance of this finding.

Work release held such great promise that within a decade of its introduction, forty-two states had programs. Four of these state programs have been evaluated. Evidence suggests that the program in California substantially reduced recidivistic crime among former work-releasees.\textsuperscript{72} North Carolina's program had no impact on overall recidivism rates, but appears to have shifted recidivistic crime toward less serious offenses.\textsuperscript{73} On the other hand, work release programs in Massachusetts\textsuperscript{74} and in Florida\textsuperscript{75} had no significant effect on post-release behavior, measured in a wide variety of ways.

Despite the comprehensiveness of some of the surveys reported above, our knowledge of the effect of rehabilitative programs is based on an extremely small sample of programs. The countless programs undertaken by the once inexhaustible CETA fund have not been, and probably could not be, subjected to comprehensive evaluation. The same is
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\textsuperscript{74} D. LECLAIR, AN EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE MCI-CONCORD DAY WORK PROGRAM, (Massachusetts Department of Corrections 1972).
true of the slightly less ambitious Neighborhood Youth Corps program. The magnitude of the problem might be gauged by considering the review of juvenile delinquency programs by Wright and Dixon.\textsuperscript{76} Of 6,600 programs surveyed, only 96 provided empirical data. If one imposes upon these few programs the essential condition that the program randomize its subjects and that it use a control group, the 6,600 programs probably would be reduced to a very small number, possibly zero.

IV. RECENT POLICY INITIATIVES

Two new programs, designed to enhance the economic status of prison releasees, were introduced in the early 1970s. Baltimore implemented a transitional aid program, termed LIFE (Living Insurance for Ex-Prisoners), in 1971.\textsuperscript{77} A non-random sample of “high risk” releasees was selected. The individual selected for program participation had to be a male, less than 45 years old, with several prior convictions, at least one of which had to be a property offense. He could not be an alcoholic or drug addict, could not have participated in a work release program for more than three months, and could not have more than $400 in savings. This population was divided randomly into four groups: Group A received job placement services only; Group B received an income subsidy of $60 per week for 13 weeks; C received both job placement services and the income subsidy; D, the control group, received neither money nor services.

In the first year after project completion, the performance of Groups A and D (no income supplement) was similar. Groups B and C had lower recidivism rates (as measured by arrests) for property crime offenses, but their employment record and their non-property offense rates were similar to the control group.\textsuperscript{78} Despite these mixed results, from a cost/benefit point of view, the LIFE program was a success.\textsuperscript{79}

Georgia & Texas have since implemented the LIFE program, renamed TARP (Transitional Aid Research Project), with several substantive modifications. Whereas LIFE was restricted to a select population of releasees, TARP was available to all releasees applying to their state’s Employment Service Office, if one existed in their area.\textsuperscript{80} Contrary to the LIFE program, in which an ex-offender’s legitimate earn-

\textsuperscript{76} Wright & Dixon, \textit{supra} note 61, at 36-37.
\textsuperscript{79} Mallar & Thornton, \textit{Transitional Aid for Released Prisoners: Evidence from the LIFE Experiment}, 13 \textit{J. HUMAN RESOURCES} 208, 233 (1978).
\textsuperscript{80} The criteria appear to be equally non-discriminatory in areas having no Employment Office.
ings did not diminish his income subsidy, TARP reduced the income subsidy if legitimate earnings were reported. Finally, state agencies administered TARP, whereas a non-profit, non-governmental agency administered LIFE.

Given the nature of these program modifications, that TARP's experience has been disappointing is not surprising. The experimental and control groups have similar recidivism rates when measured by arrests. And, more significantly, employment rates and earnings of the experimental group are lower than those of the control group. However, when one controls statistically for the work disincentive of the program, individuals receiving TARP payments had significantly fewer arrests for both property and non-property offenses than individuals who received no such payments. In addition, consistent with job search theory, employed members of the treatment group earned higher weekly wages than members of the control group. Considering the indiscriminant way in which TARP was administered, these results are quite encouraging.

An alternative supported work program, instituted by the Vera Institute of Justice in 1972, provided subsidized employment to selected ex-addicts. The supported work program created a "low stress" environment, involving close supervision, peer support, and a gradual increase in environmental conditions that demand responsible behavior. Cash bonuses and "psychic rewards" were offered to participants as a means of developing self-discipline and other behavior patterns conducive to a successful work life. An interim evaluation of the program indicates higher earnings, fewer arrests, and less welfare benefits for participants than for the control group, and a favorable cost/benefit ratio.

The Vera model has since been substantially revised and extended under the general direction of the Manpower Development and Research Corporation. The expanded program included four population subsets: ex-addicts (the Vera population), ex-offenders, AFDC mothers, and young school drop-outs. Program details, job characteristics, and the type of administrative agency vary from location to location, but the essential features of the Vera model are retained. Results for the program are mixed. For all groups, the experimental populations did better than the control group in labor market performance during program

82 This description was provided to the authors by the Vera Institute staff which ran the original program.
83 Friedman, An Interim Evaluation of the Supported Work Experiment, 3 Pol'y Analysis 147, 153-68 (1977).
84 Board of Directors, Manpower Demonstration Search Corp., Summary and Findings of the National Supported Work Demonstration (1980).
participation. After termination of the program, ex-offenders, but not ex-addicts, continued to show better labor market performance than the control population, although the differences between the control and experimental populations were not significant. The impact on recidivism rates, based on arrests and incarcerations, and derived largely from self-reports, was mixed: ex-addicts appeared to be favorably affected, but ex-offenders were not.

V. Future Research: Problems and Prospects

In summary, the neoclassical theory of crime causation in its more general HBL formulation yields no a priori support for the relationship between economic status and crime. An enhancement of legitimate income and employment opportunities may or may not induce a shift out of criminal activity. Research using aggregate data provides only weak support for the simple proposition that unemployment causes crime. Moreover, research using such data does not provide convincing tests of the relationship between low income and crime. In contrast, research using individual data provides consistent but weak support for the proposition that higher income is associated with lower levels of criminal activity, and weak, if any support, for unemployment being significantly associated with criminal activity. Finally, the programmatic literature provides glimmers of hope among mostly insignificant program effects.

Nevertheless, we are not prepared to reject the hypothesis that crime and economic status are related. We contend that the evidence that we have presented represents at best a very imperfect test of the BES model and no test whatsoever of the more general HBL model. The theory predicts a relationship between economic status and crime only under special conditions, one of which is that the change in economic status must be significant enough to induce an exchange of illegitimate activity for legitimate activity or vice versa.

This carries several implications. First, the value of the bundle of commodities and services consumed by an individual, including the economic payoff, must exceed the value of the bundle presently being consumed. For many (most?) drug addicts and alcoholics this condition is not met. To obtain and to maintain an enhancement in economic status, this population is effectively required to substantially decrease its drug or alcohol intake, the value of which is likely to far exceed the value of the usual program payoff.

Second, the economic payoff must compensate the individual for any increase in cost associated with the expenditure of time and effort at legitimate and illegitimate activity. Thus, individuals who find the steady, routine, hard work that typifies much legitimate work to be
highly distasteful are not likely to find the programmatic payoff sufficient inducement to give up illegitimate activity. Conversely, an individual for whom a criminal act is extremely repugnant is not likely to turn to crime because of a substantial reduction in legitimate income.

Finally, improved economic status will have little effect on that segment of the population that treats leisure time as a variable. Persons in this group may respond to economic opportunity by accepting legitimate work at the expense of leisure while maintaining their level of illegitimate activity. Alternatively, an individual may simply shift between leisure and criminal activity, devoting a constant number of hours to legitimate activity. The latter situation would seem to be the modus operandi underlying much violent crime, crimes against the public order, drug offenses, and teenage "hell-raising."

Thus, a relationship between crime and economic status exists under the HBL formulation only with reference to a particular population: A population for whom small (marginal) differences in returns are significant, and for whom legitimate and illegitimate activity are substitutes (i.e., leisure is not variable). If this particular population, which Zimring and Hawkins called the "marginal group," is rather small relative to the aggregate offender population, then empirical tests for the existence of a relationship between economic status and crime that rely upon global estimates of income levels and employment rates, such as those described above, can be expected to yield inconclusive results.

Once the BES theory's implicit empirical assumptions are exposed and the population is understood from a "marginal group" perspective, the disappointing performance of so many rehabilitation programs becomes explicable. With few exceptions, rehabilitation programs that employ economic status instruments have treated populations whose members generally bear little or no resemblance to the marginal group presupposed by theory. Individuals treated in these programs include young teenagers, drug addicts, alcoholics, habitual felons, morals offenders, and individuals who show a strong distaste for steady work at normal wage rates. Given such a clientele, disappointing results should be the rule rather than the exception. To be effective, a program must treat individuals that "fit" the model.

The model's abstract requirements are readily transformed into meaningful empirical identifiers. Offenders who come closest to fitting the model tend to be older, more educated, and married. They have no major alcohol or drug problem; their history demonstrates a willingness to work; their crime was motivated by a desire for monetary gain; and
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their economic status is quite low. An offender population that conforms to this description and is offered some form of economic incentive almost surely will respond by significantly reducing its recidivism rate.

Our confidence in this proposition is rooted in a theory of human behavior that is intuitively plausible and that obviously "works," at least with reference to microeconomic behavior. The application of this theory to offender behavior, qualified as we have indicated above, is conceptually straightforward. Although there is no record of a rehabilitation program that tests this theory by applying an economic status instrument to an appropriate offender population, two recent programs provide a partial, though admittedly a very imperfect, test of our proposition. Those are the LIFE (including TARP) and the supported work programs. Despite the inclusion in these programs of population segments that were clearly inappropriate according to our criteria, the results for these programs are quite promising.

We recommend the development and implementation of a carefully designed set of programs to improve economic viability for a group of individuals whose criminal activity appears likely to be affected by improved economic prospects. Once implemented, the program should be subjected to rigorous evaluation, involving random assignment. An experimental evaluation of such a program, when combined with detailed time-allocation information on participants, could greatly enhance our understanding of both the nature and strength of the relationship between economic viability and crime and help to develop effective rehabilitative programs.